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Chapter 831: New Senior Brother is so handsome (2) 

 

“Yes, yes! Senior Brother is simply too handsome! I’ve never seen such a handsome man before in my 

entire life! Quickly move aside and let me squeeze in a bit more!” 

“Aiya, stop squeezing! Can’t you see that it’s full of people here?” 

Hearing the crowd’s conversation, Huang Yueli curiously casted a glance towards the crowd of people. 

The result was she saw a tall and straight figure from behind and he was crowded around in the middle 

by others so she couldn’t see his full view at all. 

She was somewhat speechless at this point of time. This bunch of ladies were all crowding here just to 

see a rear view of a man whom they couldn’t even see clearly! Just how handsome was this man? Could 

he be more handsome than Mu Chengying? Or more handsome than Li Moying? 

Apparently, it’s impossible! 

Ai, they’re really little girls who had not seen the world. 

Hearing a few female students speak out again, “Speaking of this, this Senior Brother is not just 

handsome only! I heard that his innate talent and ability are exceedingly outstanding and is very, very 

powerful!” 

“Yes, I’ve heard of that too. It’s rumoured that Principal Jiang personally invited him to Celestial Light 

Academy and his personal ability is already very strong. So he’d only be staying here for a while. His aim 

should be the academy’s tournament in the second half of the year, in preparation to enrol into Celestial 

Light Sect!” 

“Wa! He’s so awesome! I wonder if this Senior Brother versus Martial Arts Stage number one ranking’s 

Mister Yuan, who is more powerful? Mister Yuan is one of the famous handsome male in Sky Cloud 

City!” 

“Judging from looks, Mister Yuan had been defeated completely! As for ability…. Hmpf hmpf, I believe 

Senior Brother is also very awesome and powerful! He definitely cannot be worse off than Mister Yuan! 

Handsome men are definitely powerful! Face value is justice!” 

Huang Yueli heard their discussions as her lips curled upwards, feeling slightly funny and yet a little 

envious. 

So… this is a normal practitioner’s student life! To crowd around just to look at the new handsome 

senior brother or something…. she had never done this kind of thing in her entire two lifetimes! 

She sighed with regret for a while, turned around and left. 

She totally didn’t noticed that when she left, the man who was being crowded around turned around 

and his complicated gaze looked at her rear view. 

This person…. was Li Moying! 



Li Moying looked at her light footsteps and without turning around she continued on her way so he was 

feeling extremely oppressed in his heart! 

A peerless handsome living male standing right here and so many love-struck women had crowded 

around to look at him but this little lass wasn’t interested at all! Earlier she was looking here but didn’t 

actually recognise him? 

Looking at her refreshed look, apparently the thing that had happened last night didn’t affect her at all. 

Only he, spend the entire night sleepless till dawn….. 

Who was the person that she liked! 

This question had been reverberating in his heart many times, casing him unable to even have a 

moment of peace….. 

His Li’er…. Could it be that there was no way she would belong to him? 

….. 

Huang Yueli left the public square and walked along a small path all the way to Celestial Light Academy’s 

herb garden. 

This field of herb garden was the largest that she had seen since her rebirth. Looking afar, it occupied 

the entire mountain slope. 

There were many students who had crowded around the pavilion at the entrance to exchange herbs 

whereas there were two teachers who were in charge of the exchange. 

One of them had a long queue in front of him and that queue was extremely long, all the way from the 

outside of the pavilion and circling the pavilion several rounds. 

The other teacher, however had no crowd at all. 
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Huang Yueli thought it was rather strange as she turned around and tapped a student in the queue as 

she asked, “Why do you all queue at the same line? Isn’t there no one over at that side?” 

The student replied, “This Junior Sister, from the clothes that you’re wearing, you’re a first year student 

and had just joined the academy? No wonder you don’t know the regulations! That teacher is only in 

charge of helping the core students exchange herbs. Or if you’re exchanging for herbs worth one 

thousand star currency and above, you can also go to that queue.” 

“I see…” 

“Yes Junior Sister, now you understand? One thousand star currency! Other than those top one hundred 

ranking tycoons in the Martial Arts Stage, who else would have so much star currency! Moreover be 

willing to exchange it for herbs! As for core students, it would be even more difficult. The academy only 



has a total of less than two hundred core students among all the students in the academy. So that queue 

usually doesn’t have anyone queuing at all!” 

The male student thought Huang Yueli was young and she’s a rather exquisite beauty so he had some 

liking for her and told her a couple more information. 

“I understand now, thank you Senior Brother.” 

Huang Yueli nodded her head at him. 

The make student smiled, “No need for thanks! Junior Sister, hurry and queue up behind! There’s not 

much people in the early afternoon but as more and more people comes, quickly don’t waste any more 

time…..” 

Before he could finish his words, he saw Huang Yueli turning around and headed towards the table 

where there was no queue. 

He immediately got anxious and called her from behind, “Junior Sister, Junior Sister! You’re headed the 

wrong way! The queue should be to walk towards the right side and you’re heading to the left! Quickly 

come back! That old witch who’s in charge of exchanging herbs for core students is very mean! Don’t go 

and provoke her! Aiya, did you hear me!” 

He was so anxious that he stomp his feet but Huang Yueli didn’t seem to hear him as her footsteps 

didn’t even stop for a moment. 

Very quickly, she stopped right in front of the other table. 

Seated there was a middle aged woman. Her looks wasn’t considered as ugly but when she glanced at 

people with that icy cold expression on her face, she basically looked askance at other people. Her 

expression totally showed a snobbish look and just one look and you know she’s not some virtuous 

person. No wonder that male student had such an opinion of her earlier, even giving her a nickname of 

an old witch! 

Huang Yueli opened her mouth to ask, “This teacher, I’d like to exchange for herbs.” 

The middle aged woman glanced sideways at her and retracted her line of vision as though she didn’t 

see her at all. 

Huang Yueli frowned slightly and raised her voice, “Teacher, I’d like to exchange for herbs!” 

The middle aged woman seemed to have discovered her existence and slowly casted her a glance as she 

sneered. 

“Little Miss, you’re in the wrong queue! My queue is only for Celestial Light Academy students with 

value and status! Poor students like you who had just entered the school should quietly go queue up 

instead of coming here to get scolded by me?” 

Huang Yueli’s eyebrows creased as she replied, “Teacher, please speak politely. I’m a core student!” 

“Core student?” The middle aged woman seemed to have heard a biggest joke of the year, “What joke 

are you cracking? Think I didn’t see the first year uniform that you’re wearing? Core student! I’m telling 



you, there had never been any first year student who made it to become a core student! Don’t brag. Did 

you think I, Guo Meili could be tricked so easily? Quickly get lost and leave!” 

Huang Yueli wanted to continue but saw the middle aged woman’s expression changed as she stood up. 
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“Young Master Zeng, you’re free today to drop by. What herbs do you want to exchange? Let me know! 

I’ll immediately look for it for you. Recently we received a bunch of good quality herbs and it’s all very 

fresh. The medicinal effects are absolutely first rated! And there’s also fifth grade medicinal herbs! The 

catalogue is here, why don’t you take a look first? Standing up is too tiring, so please take a seat here, 

right here!” 

Middle aged woman smiled obsequiously, looking right behind Huang Yueli. 

Huang Yueli turned around and saw a tall and lean youth standing behind her. 

“So it’s Young Master Zeng! He’s Zeng Weicheng who’s ranked third in Martial Arts Stage. No wonder 

that old witch had become so disgusting!” 

“Tsk tsk, isn’t it so. She’s just like that, a kind of attitude towards influential families’ rich young masters 

and core students with a bright future whereas another attitude towards ordinary students like us! She’s 

such a snob!” 

“Isn’t that so, but there’s no other way. It’s all because our ability isn’t comparable to other people! 

Such a pity that new student is quite pretty, but she doesn’t understand how things work around here 

and provoked that old witch. Today would be the day where she would be humiliated!” 

“Yi, not true, that new student… why do I feel that she looks rather familiar?” 

“Familiar? She just joined the academy and you’re already finding her familiar? I think you think that 

she’s pretty and want to pretend to act familiar so that you can hit on her?” 

The battle that Huang Yueli had yesterday made her became an instant celebrity in Celestial Light 

Academy. But as the tournament stage was rather far from the rear rows in the viewing platform, they 

weren’t able to see clearly what she looked like. Moreover, she had just entered the school a few days 

ago so most people didn’t have any chance to get to know her. 

So there were plenty of people who couldn’t recognised that she was Huang Yueli who had defeated Lei 

Zichu! 

Middle aged woman took the initiative to invite Zeng Weicheng to take a seat and even made tea for 

him before pulling out a thick book of catalogue, flipping it page by page for him. 

Huang Yueli saw what she was going and walked over. Stretching out her hand, she pressed onto the 

pages of the medicinal herb catalogue. 



“Teacher, I recall that… I seem to be the one who was here first? Don’t tell me that in Celestial Light 

Academy, there isn’t a single set of rules. Don’t you know exchanging herbs requires one to queue up 

and be served in order of arrival?” 

Middle aged woman didn’t expect that after her criticizing, not only did she not leave in embarrassment, 

she even jumped out and cut into her flattering! 

Her face sunk immediately, “Cut queue? What do you think you are, even dare to say Young Master 

Zeng cut your queue? You’re not even qualified to queue up here! I’m warning you, you’d better hurry 

up and scram from here! Don’t bother Young Master Zeng, otherwise I won’t be nice to you! For 

intentionally creating trouble at the herb garden and disrupt the order to exchange herbs, do you know 

what kind of punishment you will get?” 

Huang Yueli’s glare shimmered as her voice turned chilly, “Why do I not have the qualification? I’ve 

already said this earlier, I’m also a core student! I have the right to exchange for herbs here!” 

“Really? Then where is your evidence? If you have what it takes, show me your identity token!” The 

middle aged woman sneered. 

Huang Yueli immediately took out her identity token but she immediately thought of something and 

went into a blank. 

Because her identity token was still an ordinary student’s token which was uniformly distributed during 

their enrolment. 

The examiner had told her at that time that after she had enrolled, she should report to the core 

student management office so that she can exchange for a core student’s specialised token. 

But after she entered the school, first she went into closed door cultivation followed by battles and had 

been extremely busy, not even sparing a bit of time to go and exchange the token. 
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So the token in her hand was not the core student’s identity token. 

As expected, when the middle aged woman saw the token in her hand, she laughed out loud 

immediately. 

“You don’t even bother to read the script before you brag! Do you think I’m blind and cannot tell that 

that token is an ordinary student’s token? Who are you trying to bluff by showing that? If you’re trying 

to think of an excuse and say you forgot to bring your token, I might just hesitate but now that you’ve 

taken that out , do you think I’m not idiot?” 

Huang Yueli glanced at her coldly as hatred formed in her heart. 

Such an ignorant and snobbish nasty person! If it was the usual times, she really wanted to slap this kind 

of person to death! 



Unfortunately, this was Celestial Light Academy and she would definitely get into trouble for beating up 

a teacher. Although she wasn’t afraid of trouble, but before she got the chance to investigate the clue 

that Bai Liu Feng left for her, she must remain low key and not flout the school regulations. 

Huang Yueli thought about it and said, “I didn’t have the time to go to the core student management 

office to exchange my token! Forget it since you don’t believe me, but I heard that exchanging medicinal 

herbs valued at one thousand star currency and above could be done here, isn’t it?” 

The middle aged woman sneered, “That’s right! But you, a new student, couldn’t possibly exchange a 

one thousand star currency medicinal herb? Even if you’re the new top student, it’s merely just one 

hundred star currency! Alright, stop pretending. I’ll give you three breaths time and you’d better scram! 

Otherwise…..” 

Before she could finish her sentence, Zeng Weicheng who was sitting on the chair suddenly spoke out a 

“Yi~” sound. 

The middle aged woman hurriedly turned around, “Young Master Zeng, what instructions do you have? 

Please wait a moment, let me get rid of this…..” 

Zeng Weicheng didn’t bother about her as his glance fell onto Huang Yueli, “New top student just 

enrolled and became a core student and she had a huge amount of star currency in her hands! If I’m not 

wrong, you’re this year’s new top student, Bai Ruoli who’s from South Yue Kingdom?” 

Huang Yueli replied indifferently, “That’s right, that is me.” 

“I’ve been looking forward to meeting you for a long time!” Zeng Weicheng stood up and looked at her 

from above, “I really didn’t expect that this year’s new student to have such a talent like you. Just barely 

half of month of entering the academy, you’d defeated my cousin Lei Zichu and made him suffer so 

badly! This is a huge challenge to the entire Soaring Heavens Continents influential families! Lass, your 

predicament… is really not good!” 

Huang Yueli’s eyebrows rose in surprise. 

So this Martial Arts Stage rank number three’s Zeng Weicheng was actually Lei Zichu’s cousin….. 

No wonder it was rumoured that the eight influential families in Sky Cloud City are interlinked and 

everyone were mostly relatives and naturally shared success and suffered defeat together. 

But they were nothing in Huang Yueli’s eyes. 

She casually laughed, “Hehe, this words…. From the day I took part in the entrance examinations, quite 

a number of people had told me the same thing! Unfortunately…. Without an exception, all of them had 

been beaten flat to the ground by me. As for myself… I’m still alive and kicking today, or perhaps I 

should say, I’m living better and better as each day goes by!” 

Zeng Weicheng didn’t see the battles at Martial Arts Stage that day because he was ranked third and 

was considered a celebrity. So no matter how strong a new student was, he couldn’t possibly lower his 

own identity to go and view this kind of battle. 

So he had never expected Huang Yueli to be so wild! 



His impression of practitioners who were born from small countries, no matter how much ability or how 

high their innate talents were, towards these disciples from those influential families, they were still not 

comparable. 
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At least, no matter what the heart was thinking, but on the surface they would absolutely not dare to go 

against them. 

However, Huang Yueli directly slapped his unbridled words back onto his face! 

Zeng Weicheng’s expression turned ugly as he stared at Huang Yue gloomily. 

“Why? Don’t tell me that you thought you had defeated Lei Zichu and you’re able to fight against me? 

As expected of a new student, this thinking… is just too naïve! The top ten contenders in the Martial Arts 

Stage have a huge distance between each rank! I heard that you and Lei Zichu are just on par and had 

only won at the last moment! As for me, I only need to make one move and I’d be able to defeat him!” 

Huang Yueli had an indifferent smile on her face, “Yi? So powerful? Don’t tell me that you want to 

challenge me too?” 

Under those who didn’t know the truth or those whose abilities were much weaker, it seemed like the 

both of them were on par since they were entangled in a long battle. 

Zeng Weicheng’s expression turned even uglier as he sneered, “I will challenge a new student like you? I 

still want my reputation! Since you’re so self-confident, then just wait and see! Celestial Light Academy… 

isn’t as simple as you think it is!” 

After finishing up what he had to say, he pointed to several types of medicinal herbs on the catalogue, 

“These…. these… and these….. send it to my residence later!” 

Middle aged woman hurriedly nodded her head in response. 

Zeng Weicheng finished up and turned around to leave! 

After his departure, the whole herb garden started to bustle! 

“She’s actually that new top student Bai Ruoli!! Heavens, it’s really her!!” 

“Is she the real McCoy? I was standing quite far away from the Martial Arts Stage that day and couldn’t 

see clearly at all…..” 

“She must be the real person. Didn’t you hear her admit it? Moreover, what status does Young Master 

Zeng have, how could he possibly recognise the wrong person?” 

“She had created Celestial Light’s new records, to become a core student on her first day as a new 

student! After she had joined for merely ten days, she easily replaced Lei Zichu to become number 

eighth in the Martial Arts Stage! I heard that she’s only fourteen and had already broke through to third 

stage realm! And she’s from a small country without any resources. Her innate talent is simply so strong 

that she’s scary! Could she be seventh grade talent?” 



“Just entered the school and she’s already so powerful. If she stayed on in the academy for two years, 

after Mister Yuan and the rest graduated, it will be a matter of fact before she becomes rank number 

one in the Martial Arts Stage!” 

Those ordinary students present were in discussions, all using an admirable gaze as they looked at 

Huang Yueli! 

Her achievements were just too astonishing! 

Perhaps those practitioners from influential families felt jealousy or heavy heartedly towards her but in 

ordinary students’ hearts, her existence was already like a goddess! This was really a true talented lady 

and all those present….. could only look up to her! 

As for the middle aged woman, she was in complete shock! 

She totally despised this young lady earlier and she was…. actually a terrifying peerless talent! 

She became a core student on her first day of school… 

Defeated Lei Zichu….. 

Martial Arts Stage ranking number eight….. 

Any one point were all Celestial Light Academy’s record breaking achievement! 

Only this kind of talent was able to cause such a huge tidal wave and her future achievements were 

imaginable! 

The middle aged woman’s face turned green and white, filling her heart with regret! 

Towards such an outstanding genius with such talent, she would never have dared to offend one bit! 
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Now because of her bad ‘eyesight’, she failed to tell that Huang Yueli was a peerless talent and even 

used that attitude of despise to talk to her earlier….. 

The middle aged woman’s back was filled with sweat and her legs almost gave way, to the point of 

kneeling down! 

“You… you… Bai… Miss Bai…..” 

Huang Yueli’s eyebrows rose as she spoke in a seemingly smile, “I already mentioned earlier that I’m a 

core student but teacher you don’t seem to believe…..” 

“No, no, no, I believe, I believe!” The middle aged woman hurriedly responded, “Miss Bai, earlier my 

eyes had failed me and I was unable to identity your great ability! An outstanding talented student like 

you will of course be able to exchange for medicinal herbs here. Your cultivation is the number one 

greatest matter, who would dare to delay it at all? Please come this way, take a seat, I’ll treat you to tea! 

What herbs do you need? Please take your time and choose…..” 



Huang Yueli replied, “I don’t dare to stay here to choose the medicinal herbs. After all I’m a newly 

enrolled student and I’m not able to present my identity token. Delaying a teacher’s time is a huge 

crime! Maybe I should go check with the herb garden director to see how I can get to exchange for 

medicinal herbs.” 

The middle aged woman heard that and her face turned pale with fright. 

One must know that those who were able to become the top ten core students were all holding 

extraordinary statuses in the academy beyond ordinary students’ imagination. 

If they were not satisfied with any of the managing teachers and went ahead to complain, in light of 

evidence, the managing teacher would be dismissed immediately! 

She hurriedly said, “Miss Bai, please have mercy and forgive me! How about this, this is your first time 

coming to the herb garden to exchange for medicinal herbs right! Then for all the herbs that you’re 

exchanging today, I’ll give you a ten percent discount! Please take your pick slowly…..” 

“Ten percent?” 

“No, no, no….. twenty percent, twenty percent!” The middle aged woman felt her hesitation and quickly 

lowered the standard. 

Huang Yueli then nodded, “Alright, since teacher is so generous and I’m not those kind of arrogant a** 

type of people…..” 

Although she did have quite an amount of star currency on her hands, but if she were to exchange for 

medicinal herbs, it would be those extremely high grade ones. There were some which were even 

seventh level medicinal herbs and perhaps Celestial Light Academy might not even have it! If they did 

have, the pricing should be very shocking and perhaps even these ten over hundred thousand star 

currency might not be enough. 

If she could scrimp, she would! Moreover twenty percent was indeed much cheaper than usual. 

Seeing that she nodded her head, the middle aged woman heaved a sigh of relief before she passed that 

thick book of catalogue to Huang Yueli. 

“Then… please take a seat over here. Whatever herbs you need, please let me know so that I can bring it 

over for you…..” 

Huang Yueli didn’t look at the catalogue but instead drew out a list. 

“The herbs I want are these, but I’m not sure if the academy has it all?” 

Middle aged woman opened the list to take a look and her hand shook! 

“This… Lithe Grass, third level, twenty stalks…. Silver Frost Branch, third level, twenty pieces….. Rainbow 

Light Grass, fourth level, ten stalks….. Spirit Heart Vine, fourth level, twenty pieces…..” 

Just looking at the top few items on the list, the middle aged woman was shocked as her voice started to 

tremble….. 



“Mi…. Miss Bai, you…. you intend to exchange for so many medicinal herbs today? Y… Do you have that 

much star currency?” 

She indeed had the authority to give the person who wanted to exchange herbs discount, but the 

highest discounted amount that she could give was merely two hundred star currency! Anything more 

than two hundred star currency, she’d need to top it up from her own pocket! 
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She was thinking that since Huang Yueli was a new student, at most she would only have a few hundred 

star currency on hand and it was impossible for her to use it all to exchange for medicinal herbs which 

was why she had generously given the discount earlier. 

Whoever knew that Huang Yueli was such a rich tycoon. Just in that list alone, the herbs she had seen 

earlier were valued at several thousand star currency. Moreover, there was still a long list to go…. 

“Why? Suspect that I don’t have money?” Huang Yueli took out her identity token, “I have here ten over 

hundred thousand star currency. To purchases these medicinal herbs, it should be more than enough!” 

When the middle aged woman heard what she said, she almost fainted on the spot! 

Ten over hundred thousand star currency! 

Please don’t tell her that so much star currency was to be used on purchasing medicinal herbs?? 

Huang Tueli used the identity token and knocked against the table edge as she urged, “Teacher, can you 

hurry a bit! You also know that my cultivation time is very precious and cannot waste it on waiting for 

you to find the medicinal herbs. If you don’t know how much reserve stock the herb garden has, then 

you really don’t know your job well. If I were to reflect this to the academy…..” 

Middle aged woman took a stumble as she spoke trembling, “Mi… Miss Bai, I really don’t…. don’t have 

such huge authority…. If you want me to give such a huge discount, even if you beat me to death, I’m 

also not able to take it out! Moreover, the last few medicinal herbs on this list of yours are all seventh 

and sixth level so I don’t have any here. These high level medicinal herbs all require the Principal’s 

approval…..” 

“Need the Principal’s approval?” Huang Yueli’s eyebrow rose. 

“Yes, really. We’re not able to grow these medicinal herbs in our herb garden and only in certain mystic 

region or danger zones would it be able to grow naturally. It is also extremely rare and the resources in 

our academy is really not many so just based on star currency, you might not be able to exchange for it 

and will require the Principal’s approval…..” 

Huang Yueli believed that this middle aged woman would not dare to cheat her now. 

She thought about it and replied, “Then please hurry to help me send the request, I have urgent use for 

it!” 



Middle aged woman nodded her head continuously, “Yes, I’ll go immediately. Miss Bai please wait here 

for a moment and drink some tea, I’ll go report this to the Garden Director now! 

She turned around to leave once she finished her sentence. 

After the herb garden director got the news, he quickly reported this to Jiang Tuxin. 

When Jiang Tuxin originally heard that it was this year’s super talented new top student applying for 

medicinal herbs, he was all smiles as he expressed in a relaxed attitude, “Since she wants it, then give it 

to her! After all, such a talent might not even appear in every one hundred years….. wait, there are so 

many medicinal herbs on this list, these are all she wants?” 

Just halfway through his words, Jiang Tuxin took carefully at the contents on the list as his expressed 

turned stiff immediately. 

Garden director hurriedly nodded, “That’s right, that’s what Miss Bai said herself!” 

“What kind of joke is this! Although her innate talent is not bad, but she’s merely just entered third 

stage realm cultivation. Why on earth would she require seventh level medicinal herbs! Moreover, 

applying for just one or two kinds, I’d approve and give it to her. But now she’s applying for ten over 

high level medicinal herbs at one go, what is she thinking of?” Jiang Tuxin frowned as he spoke painfully. 

The resources that Celestial Light Academy held was incomparable to their Sect. 

Even those high level medicinal herbs that he kept in the storage were painstakingly gotten from the 

Sect and had been accumulated for many years! 

In the end, Huang Yueli came and opened her lion jaws, trying to take away all the hard-earned 

medicinal herbs which he had accumulated for so long! 

He really didn’t bear to give it away. 

Jiang Tuxin replied, “No, approving all is impossible…..” 
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He thought and thought and said, “But she is ranked top ten in Martial Arts Stage so I cannot not give 

her any face at all, so just approve two kinds types sixth level medicinal herbs…..” 

Jiang Tuxin drew a horizontal line below the two kinds of medicinal herbs names and passed it to the 

herb garden director. 

Garden Director responded, “Principal Jiang is really wise in handling this, I shall go and inform Miss 

Bai…..” 

“What herbs does she want?” 

A cold and aloof voice was heard from the side. 

Before the Garden Director could react in time, he saw a slender beautiful big hand stretched to his 

front and took away the list in his hand. 



A young man dressed in Celestial Light Academy’s core student robe held on to that thin piece of paper, 

carefully scrutinizing it. 

When the Garden Director saw him, he couldn’t help but went into a blank. 

Who was this person? Celestial Light Academy’s student? He couldn’t recall seeing a student with such 

outstanding looks in the academy before! Moreover the Profound Energy vibrations coming from him 

was simply too strong and had already exceeded the standard of what a core student should have. Even 

a teacher like him felt tremendous pressure! 

“Bodhi Spiritual Ginseng, Green Cliff Dragon Karlgren…. I thought it was some incredible item. Principal 

Jiang, you can’t bear to give it away?” 

After Li Moying went through the list, he folded the paper and threw it in front of Jiang Tuxin as he 

spoke out icily. 

Jiang Tuxin immediately quivered up as he turned anxious. 

Although he had just interacted for two days with this Young Sect Master, but he already knew that this 

Master was extremely hard to serve. For example now, although his tone sounded cold and aloof, but in 

actual fact, it represented that he was extremely unhappy. 

How did he offend him again? 

Jiang Tuxin twisted his thought around and suddenly came to an understanding! 

That’s right, this application for high level medicinal herbs was from the new top student and she… 

seemed to have an extraordinary relationship with Young Sect Master! 

Yesterday when they were in the Martial Arts Stage, Young Sect Master personally appeared to save her 

and even threw a huge temper to dispose of Lei Zichu! And before that, Young Sect Master had 

mentioned that he would like to live next to that young lass….. 

Jiang Tuxin instantly regretted his decision as he hurriedly explained, “Young Sect Master, please don’t 

misunderstand! I’m just following according to Celestial Light Academy’s regulations to handle this 

matter only and not intentionally going against Miss Bai! I will now send my instructions down that as 

long as the herbs are something that Miss Bai requires, it will all be approved. No matter how many she 

required, we will issue it all to her!” 

Saying that, he turned around and looked at the Garden Director, “What’re you still waiting for? Didn’t 

you hear what I said? Miss Bai is Young Sect Master’s friend so serve her with care!” 

Herb Garden Director just realised that the incredible handsome young man standing in front of him is 

actually the rumoured youngest disciple with the most outstanding innate talent in the entire Celestial 

Light Sect’s history, whose name was reputed in the entire South Sky Region, Young Sect Master Li 

Moying! 

To have a legendary top VIP appearing in front of him made the Herb Garden Director feel that his two 

legs were turning to jelly. 



But he still summoned up his courage to reply, “Yo… Young Sect Master, Principal Jiang, it’s… it’s not 

that I don’t want to do things well but… but the items that Miss Bai wanted are just too many. And some 

are rather difficult to find so our academy’s storage don’t have such medicinal herbs at all! This…..” 

When Jiang Tuxin heard that, he also frowned, “Young Sect Master, you see…..” 

Li Moying creased his forehead as he directly called out, “Mo Yi!” 

Mo Yi hurriedly stood out, “Please give your orders Master!” 

“Immediately make a trip back to Celestial Light Sect and using my name to get the herbs that Third Miss 

wants. Make haste and return quickly. By tonight, you must deliver the items to Third Miss!” 
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“Yes, your subordinate obeys!” 

Mo Yi knew how much Huang Yueli stood in Li Moying’s heart and didn’t dare to pretermit one bit. So he 

hurriedly left after he replied. 

Jiang Tuxin noted that scene and his heart was filled with even more suspicions and anxiety, not 

knowing what is Huang Yueli’s background! 

Young Sect Master seemed to be…. Head over heels for this young lass! Just hearing that she needed 

medicinal herbs, he immediately sent his most competent subordinate to get it for her, and even to 

deliver to her by nightfall! If he hadn’t known that Young Sect Master would be marrying the Sect 

Master’s eldest daughter in future, he would definitely have mistaken that Young Sect Master was 

interested in this young lass! 

But did Young Sect Master needed to have such an ambiguous relationship with that young lass, and be 

so concerned about her? 

Could it be because of Bai Liu Feng? But Bai Liu Feng had already gone missing for ten over years and 

that year he was merely a seventh stage practitioner. In front of the peerlessness youth Youth Sect 

Master, he really wasn’t considered as anything great right? 

“Young Sect Master, this Miss Bai…..” 

Jiang Tuxin opened his mouth in an attempt to fish out information. 

Whoever knew that Li Moying didn’t even bother to cast one glance at him as he turned around and 

disappeared into the room. 

….. 

Huang Yueli waited for a very long time in the herb garden. 

The middle aged woman finally ran over and in her hands were big and small packages, with bundles of 

medicinal herbs. And right behind her was the Herb Garden Director. 



“Miss Bai, all the medicinal herbs of fifth grade and below that you wanted are here. Please make an 

inventory check!” Herb Garden Director was all smiles as he bowed. 

The middle aged woman was standing by the side when she was shocked by his adulate attitude. 

What was the situation? Why was the Herb Garden Director so courteous to this young lass, and even… 

that attitude seemed to carry some blandish tone! 

As the Herb Garden Director, his status in Celestial Light Academy was rather high standing so ordinary 

managers or teachers were incomparable to him! 

But now, the garden director was actually using such a respectful attitude towards the newly enrolled 

student? Th… This was just impossible? Could something have gone wrong? One must know that even if 

he was right in front of the number one core student Mister Yuan, the garden director was merely acting 

courteous and absolutely would not take the initiative to fawn on him. 

Even Huang Yueli herself was slightly surprised but she didn’t express it out and just nodded her head. 

“Thank you very much Garden Director, but how about those high level medicinal herbs that I 

wanted…..” 

Garden Director hurriedly replied, “We do not have enough of those medicinal herbs in our academy’s 

storage so I’ve hurriedly arranged for it to be delivered from our Sect. Later on we’ll deliver it directly to 

your room so please wait for a couple more hours!” 

Huang Yueli was even more surprised. 

In actual fact, she was already mentally prepared that the academy might be missing a portion of the 

medicinal herbs and even thought that after a few days, she would make a trip to Sky Cloud City’s 

medicinal herb stores and auction centres to search for the remaining medicinal herbs. 

Whoever knew that the academy would be so considerate and even personally request for those 

medicinal herbs for her? 

Was the treatment of the top ten Martial Arts Stage contenders… that good? 

Huang Yueli took out her identity token and passed it over to the Garden Director, “Please do a tally for 

me! Earlier that teacher said she’d give me twenty percent off!” 

When the middle aged woman heard these words, her eyes rolled back and she almost fainted, feeling 

that her heart was bleeding! 

She hurriedly replied, “Miss Bai, this…..” 

Whoever knew before she could open her mouth, Garden Director replied, “Right, right, twenty percent 

discount! The things that Miss Bai wanted naturally cannot be charged too expensive!” 

Saying that, Garden Director even gave her a look of praise! 
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What….. situation was this? 

As the incident happened too suddenly, the middle aged woman was left completely stunned in a daze. 

Huang Yueli’s forehead creased but she didn’t say anything much. After paying with her star currency, 

she kept her identity token and brought the medicinal herbs back. 

No matter what, for someone to send her medicinal herbs automatically, it wasn’t really a bad matter! 

Since things went along so smoothly, Huang Yueli’s mood was rather good as she sped back to her 

residence. 

But who knew, when she reached her residence, a huge crowd had formed along the doorway and most 

of them were ladies. 

“So Senior Brother stayed around here! This is the core students’ residence?” 

“Right. It’s rumoured that the other courtyard next to his is the residence of this year’s new top student, 

the one who had won consecutively for more than ten rounds yesterday! Aiya, her life is so good, to be 

able to stay next door to a male god senior brother! 

“Wu wu wu, I envy her so much! The pavilion closest to the water enjoys the moonlight first!” 

“What are you talking about? Why are you crowded around my courtyard entrance?” A sweet voice was 

heard. 

“Ugh…..” 

The female students all turned their heads in a hurry and saw a slender, delicate young lady standing 

behind them, curiously sizing them up. 

Someone in the crowd immediately recognised her, “Ah, you’re Bai Ruoli~~~!” 

“So she’s the lucky Bai Ruoli!!” 

Huang Yueli blinked her eyes as she asked puzzledly, “Lucky? What happened to me? Why are you all 

crowding around here?” 

Someone tugged her and pointed to the courtyard next to hers and said, “Junior Sister Bai, don’t you 

know that today a super handsome Senior Brother joined our academy today! Moreover it was Principal 

Jiang who personally brought him over! He said he would be staying at our academy for half a year. Now 

he’s staying right next to you! Senior Brother he’s really very, very, very handsome…” 

Female student’s eyes turned into a heart shape. 

Huang Yueli was rendered speechless momentarily, “So…. you’re here to take a look at that Senior 

Brother…. Isn’t he just slightly more handsome. Men, you cannot just judge them by their looks…..” 

“Oh, what do you know! Senior Brother hasn’t just got looks only!” The female student immediately 

showed an expression like she was insulted as she educated her with a tone full of justice, “Did you 

know? Right after Senior Brother reported to the academy, the first thing he did was to challenge 

Martial Arts Stage number one ranking Mister Yuan!” 



“Oh? Really? The result?” 

Hearing these, Huang Yueli suddenly felt an interest to know more. To challenge the number one local 

villain on the first day of school, this overbearing attitude was not something that most people had. 

The female student said, “Do you need to ask? Senior Brother only used one move and sent Mister Yuan 

flying! A pity this was a last minute battle and not a pre-arranged battle so we didn’t get to see the 

actual scenario! Ai, Senior Brother is so handsome and so powerful, I’m going to be one of his admirers 

for my entire life!” Her eyes turned into a heart shape once again. 

Huang Yueli went speechless once again. Did she need to exaggerate so much? Although to be able to 

win the number one practitioner of the Martial Arts Stage was indeed outstanding, but these female 

students had turned into love struck idiots! 

This current scenario made her recall the scenario when Mu Chengying appeared in Sky Emperor City, 

which also caused a huge amount of love struck idiot ladies to surround him…. 

The ladies nowadays were really no longer reserved….. 

“That’s right, you guys keep calling Senior Brother, Senior Brother. What’s the name of this Senior 

Brother?” Huang Yueli’s curiosity acted up. 

 


